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Abstract
This article presents an approach for the design of location-based information systems that support privacy
functionality. Privacy-enhancing technology (PET) has been available for a considerable amount of time. New
online applications and infrastructures for mobile and ubiquitous use have been installed. This has been done
without usage of available PET, although they are favored by data protection experts. Designers of locationbased services (LBS) create infrastructures for business or application specific purposes. They have profitoriented views on the rationale for PET deployment. Finally, users have requirements that might be neither on
the PET community’s nor on the business people's agenda. Many disciplines provide knowledge about the
construction of community-spanning information systems. The challenge for designers of infrastructures and
applications is to find a consensus that models all stakeholders’ interests – and takes advantage all involved
community’s knowledge.
This paper groups LBS stakeholders into a framework based onto a sociological knowledge construct called
“boundary object”. For this purpose, a taxonomical analysis of publications in the stakeholder communities is
performed. Then the paper proposes a socio-technical approach. Its goal is to find a suitable privacy design for
a LBS infrastructure based on the boundary object. Topics for further interdisciplinary research efforts are
identified and proposed for discussion.

Key words: Privacy design, location, mobile infrastructures, requirements engineering, boundary
objects.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this work is to show how to design mobile communication infrastructures in a way that they respect
privacy and fulfill user and operator requirements. In particular, the process focuses on the interdisciplinary
feasibility of the resulting infrastructure with respect to the business model.
Information systems cross one more border into our personal and private lives by measuring our personal context. In
providing context-based, situation-dependant services, human beings are being equipped with technology measuring
their daily lives to provide computerized services to them. One kind of context information collected and used in such
services is a person's location, determined through the position of the person's mobile telephone. Location-based
services (LBS) based on wireless networks can position users with their mobile equipment. LBS business models
are seen as an important application for mobile operators and the online services industry. A new challenge is the
ubiquity of the infrastructure. By positioning a mobile phone, users can be tracked and profiled all day in all places
with network coverage. This poses new service opportunities, but also creates a new class of risk towards privacy.
Now many service providers can track an individual, while the existing data protection laws were drafted for
protection against centralized infrastructures. As an approach to the privacy dilemma, cryptographers and data
protection specialists suggest the use of privacy-enhancing technology (PET). PET development has been
technology-centric, detached from business requirements and cost-of-ownership. With the deployment of ubiquitous
infrastructures, the analysis and deployment of privacy-friendly infrastructures might stimulate adoption of the new
applications against strong privacy concerns that are being voiced by researchers and privacy advocates.

1.
Identification
of
Stakeholders

What is the IS about?
What is the business
purpose?
Who is involved?
What are the roles?
How is the interaction taking
place?

2.
Requirements
using
Boundary
Objects
What is the common
vocabulary?
Where is the equilibrium of
interests and concepts?
What are the contradictions
and conflicts?

3.
Hi-Level
Specification

What is the IS main function?
Which transactions are
performed?
What data is processed?
What do workflows look like?
Does it keep the budget?

4.
Multilateral
Security
Analysis

5.
Security
Detail
Specification

How are each stakeholder’s
interests considered?

What does the overall security
architecture look like?

What measures are
necessary to enforce
them?

Which security primitives and
policies are needed?

Are there conflicts?

What security management
measures are necessary?

Figure 1: Design process for Privacy Infrastructure Design
This text presents a process about how design a privacy-friendly on-line infrastructure. This process is to be used for
information infrastructure development. The example for such information systems will be LBS. The focus of my
analysis is the intersection of economic theory, system design and PET to create information systems that have the
properties of privacy-friendliness, efficiency, and value creation. In
Figure 1, the steps of the design process are introduced.
An important tool to be used is the creation of a Boundary Object [6] as a tool for reaching equilibrium between the
stakeholders of a mobile business model and its infrastructure. This article will review the state of the art of privacy
design for location-aware applications, and then introduce the stakeholders and the respective Boundary Object. It
will conclude with an outlook on the design process.

2 Research methodology
This research follows the approach of design science. Design science, as described in [19], is a research paradigm
for information systems research. Design of information systems, according to [19], is both a process and a product
– or artifact. The progress of design science is to execute a number of steps that lead to an artifact. According to
[31], the two principal processes of design science are BUILD and EVALUATE. Resulting from these activities, four
kinds of artifacts can be created: CONSTRUCTS MODELS, METHODS, and INSTANTIATIONS. Design research is
conducted along seven guidelines, as illustrated in Table1.
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Table 1: Design science research guidelines, from [19]
Guideline
1: Design as an artifact
2: Problem relevance
3: Design evaluation
4: Research contributions

5: Research rigor
6: Design as a search process
7: Communication of research

Description
Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a
construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation.
The objective of design-science research is to develop technology-based
solutions to important and relevant business problems.
The utility, the quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously
demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods.
Effective design-science research must provide clear and verifiable
contributions in the area of the design artifact, design foundations, and/or
design methodologies.
Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous methods
in both the construction and evaluation of the design artifact.
The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available means to
reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem environment.
Design-science research must be presented effectively both to
technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences.

For the evaluation of design science research, five principal methods are suggested. The methods can be employed
using several evaluation techniques or tools that are appropriate for the research to be evaluated. In Table 2,
evaluation techniques in design science are summarized.
Table 2: Design science evaluation methods, from [19]
Evaluation
method
Observational
Analytical
Experimental
Testing
Descriptive

Techniques & tools
Case study, field study
Static analysis, architecture analysis, optimization, dynamic analysis
Controlled experiment, Simulation
Functional testing, structural testing
Informed argument, scenarios

For the research in this text, the construction process for privacy-respecting information systems will be the design
artifact. As evaluation methodology, observational and descriptive methods will be used.

2.1

Feasibility of Design Science

Design science provides various ways to work with business-related research on information systems. By definition
in [19], design science has the objective to “… develop technology-based solutions to important and relevant
business problems”. Its focus on design artifacts in environments with dynamic context makes design science
attractive for the scientific investigation of construction processes of information systems infrastructures with
particular properties.

2.2

Limitations of Design Science

Two major difficulties can arise in the application of design science on information systems design. The artifact for a
problem in a particular environment for a current technology can be subject to outdating in a close future. Therefore,
results from design science might have a shorter relevance – until the next major changes in the environment of the
design artifact.
Another issue are metrics for evaluation. Metrics for evaluation may be hard to find, while some changes in the
design artifact environment can effectively render metrics inappropriate. An evaluation without metrics – for example
of the descriptive kind mentioned in Table 2 – much effort in scientific discourse can be necessary to evaluate the
creation of new knowledge.

3

State of the Art

The main focus of the state of the art analysis is privacy support for mobile applications in research and practice. It
will be complemented by a view on software design with focus on privacy. Finally, an introduction to the knowledge
construct of Boundary Objects will be presented as a foundation of the coming sections.
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An important aspect of this section will be the review of privacy enhancing technologies (PET), as they are important
building blocks for privacy friendly mobile systems. Since their appearance in 1981 [9], much work has been done to
elaborate PET. A practical overview over them can be found in [3].

3.1

Privacy Enhancing Technology in M-Commerce in Theory and Practice

This section will present a brief overview of the state of the art in privacy technology research, e.g. from the PRIME
and FIDIS research initiatives and other scientific efforts. It also reviews the technology available and used in
practice. The protection against location profiling has three components: identity protection, camouflage and a legal
and social framework for technology regulation. Each of the items will be discussed below. Following the distinction
in section 2.2 of [13], protective measures are divided in opacity tools and transparency tools. Opacity tools serve the
purpose of hiding personal information to enable unobservable, individual freedom. Transparency tools are used to
create open, understandable and fair practices when dealing with personal information.

Figure 2: Minimalist Mobile Network Identity Management approach

3.1.1

Identity protection

A person’s identity should be protected while using location-based services. If the location track is not personalized,
it cannot be combined with any other personal data. Furthermore, the amount of data that can be accumulated about
a person should be limited. This prevents identity guessing from movement patterns, as described in [16]. Identity
management systems with frequent pseudonym changes and anonymous access to services provide to reach these
goals. The simplest form of identity management occurs in Figure 2. Here, the mobile operator offers pseudonym
translation services for the user before the application data traffic is forwarded into cascades of anonymizing MIX [9]
nodes (a form of router that denies observers from observing the content and the end points of data communication.

Figure 3: Naive pseudonym change reveals pseudonym connection
The use of several serialized MIX nodes as a cascade protects the communication from a corrupt single MIX. More
advanced identity management approaches introduce policy management. Here, a user can set policy about location
forwarding at her mobile operator, and at the same time issue anonymous credentials that identify the policy. The
credential then is given to the LBS provider as a voucher Please note that naïve use of pseudonym change
mechanisms can reveal all your pseudonyms used with a service though, as illustrated in Figure 3. To prevent this
from happening, MIX-Zoning will be discussed later in this text (see Figure 6). Identity Management can be either an
opacity or a transparency tool, dependent on its particular deployment in a context.

3.1.2

Camouflage

The generation of false information about identity, identifiable movement patterns and time disturbances will provide
to protection from unauthorized geographic profiling. Camouflaging technologies exist for a long time, e.g. for MIX
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technologies with dummy traffic [11]. Early location hiding concepts have been suggested by Gruteser and Grunwald
in [18]. Concepts include:
Temporal cloaking: the time intervals for location queries are regulated to avoid micro-measurement of a user’s
position. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Temporal cloaking
Spatial cloaking: precision of location information is reduced to a level tolerable by the application, but will not be
delivered too precise. This intentional degradation of position precision prevents too precise information collection
about a person’s movements on a high-resolution level. Spatial cloaking is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Spatial cloaking
MIX-zoning: To allow for unobservable change of pseudonyms (and solve the problem from Figure 3 with naïve
pseudonym change), a zone of unobservability is created where users can go to perform their pseudonym change.
As soon as many users do this simultaneously, an anonymity set is created. The concept is inspired by Chaum’s MIX
[9]. An example of MIX zoning for the purpose of pseudonym change protection is shown in Figure 6. Temporal
cloaking ads uncertainty to the point in time the position or a person was measured. The relying service using the
data does receive a position datum, but only knows this is not the person’s current position but from some time in the
past. The usefulness of this approach is limited in terms of privacy protection. Only in contexts where a service
tracks a person frequently (e.g. a pollen warning scenario, as used in [27]), but with coarse requirements on
resolution and timing, temporal cloaking seems applicable. Spatial cloaking is effective in circumstances where a
tracking service doesn’t require high-resolution position information (e.g. for pollen warning). Here, the information is
intentionally degraded to a degree where no daily routine is contained anymore.
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Figure 6: A MIX zone
Location dummy traffic: MIX zones are effective to protect and obfuscate pseudonym changing event.
Unfortunately, MIX zones might not always have enough people in them just at the moment when they are used. To
improve on this problem, the concept of dummy traffic in MIX communication can be adapted. Location track dummy
traffic is performed with dummy users that are artificially generated location tracks with a certain non-compromising
behavior. The dummy pseudonyms are registered with the LBS application, and will be used for pseudonym changes.
When a user wishes to change to a different pseudonym, the dummy system ensures that some of his alternative or
dummy pseudonyms will cross the user’s path at a rendezvous point, where the change will happen.

Figure 7: Location dummy traffic, Rendezvous point
The now unused pseudonym takes up a dummy life of its own, in temporary or permanent continuation of the
previous path. Figure 7 illustrates the concept. This mechanism can take up a used pseudonym and carry it around
the town virtually. The challenge here is the generation of realistic movement patterns that do not compromise the
pseudonym owner by, e.g., entering the town’s red light district. The application of this protection measure is
restricted to LBS infrastructures that allow for injection of artificially created position data (e.g. the GPS device
scenario or some special instance of the intermediary scenario described in [15]). A model and a prototype have
been described in [35].
All camouflage technologies are opacity technologies.

3.1.3

Privacy & Identity Protection in Practice

Location information today is acquired in one of three ways. Either, the mobile computer has access to a satellite
navigation receiver (e.g. GPS) to read position information using satellite signals – functioning only outdoors. Indoors,
special sensors can interact with short-range communication to gather a position. And finally, with the use of a
mobile telephony networks based on cells, the telephony network can provide location information about the phone’s
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whereabouts using the cell broadcast units [41]. The privacy implications of monitoring positions depend strongly on
the application design and the frequency the positions are acquired. Potentially problematic applications include
centralized processing and storage of people’s positions, possibly with other people being able to access this data
[2]. Looking at the current state of deployed technology, mostly the mobile telephony networks and the application
platforms can usually monitor people’s movements whilst possessing identifying data about the persons. Some
efforts for improving this situation are on the way. Most mobile network operators work use the subscriber number
IMSI as a pseudonym, which unfortunately contains the subscriber’s phone number. More elaborated approaches
enable the use of several pseudonyms, which in turn are used for different service provider’s identification needs. In
[33], a solution prototype with cryptographic privacy protection, pseudonym management and a high level of privacy
protection against the application providers is presented. The concept introduces an identity intermediary between
the positioning system and the application providers. The intermediary follows user-defined policies for the service
provider’s access to the user’s location. Additionally, the intermediary provides pseudonym management for the
users.

3.2

Designing Security & Privacy for Information Systems

This section will present approaches for security and privacy engineering for information systems. It will lay the
foundation for the approach in section 3.
Few complete frameworks or approaches have been published, namely KPMG’s model in [25], a security framework
in [42], and a design process in [17]. The work on risk modeling in [20] also provides insight on requirements
engineering. In particular, the interdisciplinary nature calls for a model that provides a frame for knowledge in
important disciplines as well as a way of integration of application-specific knowledge. Several approaches towards
4th-generation design methods for IT security in information systems exist. Siponen describes the requirements
engineering and design process as a socio-technical process in [38]. Beyond security, Sommerlatte describes in [39]
the concept of Maieutik. Here, a process with strong user interaction and rapid prototyping cycles is used to ensure
that information systems match their user’s requirements. The lack of metrics for privacy in information systems as
well as the lack of standards (there are some ISO activities, but so far the application of ISO 15408 ‘Common
Criteria’ for privacy evaluation is only under research in [28] and in ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC27/WG3 [7]). A suitable
approach to collect interdisciplinary security requirements is Multilateral Security [34], applied by Fritsch and
Scherner in [36]. It is applied according to the application requirements and the first high-level design of an
information system is made. Its goal is to develop multilaterally satisfying security and privacy requirements. Several
research groups have proposed platforms to manage privacy, for example [21], [23], and [27]. These architectures
were specified for a specific application purpose, but solely from a technician’s view.

3.3

Transcending Knowledge Boundaries: The Boundary Object concept

The concept of Boundary Objects was developed by Bowker and Star. It is a model for the knowledge boundaries
that exist between different disciplines or communities of practice when they collaborate on a certain topic. The
concept originated in the observation of different communities that are connected to a Natural History Museum – and
their respective views on and uses of the institution [40]. Boundary objects have proven to be a useful model for
sorting out stakeholder interests, their terminology and their understanding of certain subjects that might be used by
all involved communities, but interpreted in very different ways.
The ambiguity of such contextual interpretation of concepts requires the definition of a common terminology for any
information systems specification project that involves several communities of practice. The approach to solve
terminological ambiguity in requirements collection aims at creating a boundary object. A boundary object is a
construct that expresses knowledge in a meaningful way for several communities of practice. Boundary objects were
introduced in [6]. Boundary Objects "... are those objects that both inhabit several communities of practice and satisfy
the informational requirements of each of them. Boundary objects are thus both plastic enough to adapt to local
needs and constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity
across sites. They are weakly structured in common use and become strongly structured in individual-site use.
These objects may be abstract or concrete... Such objects have different meanings in different social worlds but their
structure is common enough to more than one world to make them recognizable, a means of translation. The
creation and management of boundary objects is a key process in developing and maintaining coherence across
intersecting communities." (in [6] p. 297).
Based on Bowker’s and Star’s concept, observations and applications of Boundary Objects to production,
terminology and software engineering have been performed. In [8], a technical drawing is conceptualized as a
boundary object for several departments that are involved in product development. The existence of the drawing is
identified as the knowledge object that allows all participants to communicate about production. In [43], the role of
taxonomy on a subject is identified to be that of a Boundary Object between involved stakeholders. Thus, a textual
exploration and definition of a topic can construct a form of Boundary Object. Finally, in [1], the authors use
Boundary Objects as a tool for bridging communication gaps between experts in “domain-oriented design
environments”. In their analysis, Boundary Objects are represented by prototypes, and models documentation (e.g.
project web sites). Finally, work applying the concept to requirements definition and software engineering appeared
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in some research, such as [26] with the analysis of a common terminology for telecommunications applications, and
in [29] where the e-government design process is conceptualized with Boundary Objects.
The role of a boundary object as a taxonomy object will be used below for the specification of a privacy-respecting
infrastructure for location-based services (LBS) on a wireless telephony network.

4 Stakeholder analysis
Stakeholder analysis will be used to identify the parties involved in a particular business model, and the construction
of the mobile communications infrastructure that will be used to implement the business application. The
stakeholders need to be identified as a base for further work, e.g. the requirements specification. Stakeholder
analysis is a tool to identify stakeholders and their specific role. It has been described in [10]. An application of
stakeholder analysis to information privacy has also been described in [32].

4.1

Modeling Stakeholders in Location-Based Services

This section will present a stakeholder model for LBS. It describes the communities involved and describes their
interconnection with focus on privacy management in LBS. The core communities involved are telecommunications
business, economics, and data protection (here called by the name of the scientific subject of study – privacyenhancing technology). This is based on a general stakeholder analysis performed in [30].The fields of law, market
and end-user psychology have been modeled as influence factors on the core communities. The communities have
different views on concepts present in LBS. To efficiently communicate between the communities, they have to be
aware of their different use of terms and concepts. In [26], a short presentation of the communities’ different views on
LBS is presented. The communities have been selected from publications concerning LBS business models and
LBS privacy issues.
Table 3: Taxonomy of communities of practice in LBS [26]

Taxonomy of the communities of practice in LBS
Community
Description
Privacy Enhancing
Technology
(PET)

Telecommunications
Industry

Economy

People in data protection, IT research, cryptography and other academic disciplines
care for this area of knowledge. They answer questions like:
•
How can a user browse the web without being observed all the time?
•
Who can access a mobile user’s location data?
•
What data can be collected by what party?
•
Is a user anonymous? If so, under what circumstances?
•
How long will personal data be kept?
•
How will personal data be passed on?
•
What other purposes is location data used for besides the LBS application?
•
Does a policy exist concerning private data processing, and is it followed by
the information system?
•
Will the user be advised about data processing? Did he consent to
processing of his personal data?
A large, traditional community. Involves equipment vendors, mobile operators,
network operators, re-sellers and telecommunications engineers. The community is
strongly oriented towards technological questions in telecommunications. Typical
topics are:
•
Which new functionalities can be implemented on the network? And how?
•
How will position data be gathered? Which mobile terminals support LBS?
Which modifications result to network operations, billing ad other
processes?
•
Are all regulatory requirements met? Are the data protection requirements
met economically?
•
What cost will occur upon the implementation of certain functionality?
This community of knowledge focuses on economy theory, economic numbers,
optimization, market theories, diffusion of innovation and other research topics. In
economic literature, topics discussed are:
•
What business models can be used for LBS?
•
How is the Value Chain of LBS going to look like?
•
What is the right pricing model for LBS?
•
What is the optimal supply chain / service level agreement?

Different views on a subject lead to different interpretation of requirements, e.g. for privacy protection. Therefore, a
boundary object can help to find mutual understanding of a complex knowledge topic over community boundaries.
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How boundary objects can be used to describe a taxonomy of LBS that recognizes these conflicting definitions from
communities of practice has been shown in [26]. Approximately 200 scientific publications have been classified with
regard to their community background. Thereafter, the use of terms that are relevant for LBS has been studied. The
resulting community-specific terms have been identified and sorted as independent or community-spanning terms
(the latter with either coherent or conflicting interpretation by the communities).

5 A Boundary Object for Location Privacy Requirements
Telecommunications terminology sometimes is conflicting in terms and semantics of words. The semantics depend
on a particular group’s view. For example, “data protection” has very different semantics for either a
telecommunications executive or a data security specialist. The former will regard data protection as a source of
operational cost, while the latter will very likely think in terms of cryptographic mechanisms and system configuration
against data theft. The description is based on the taxonomic analysis presented in [26]. At first, a model of
communities of practice involved in LBS has been found using stakeholder analysis (see section 4). Next, using
scientific publications originating from the respective communities, their use of terms has been analyzed and
compared to each other. Finally, the resulting common terms, their interpretations and their differences among the
communities are used to construct the boundary object.

5.1

Assessment of Community-Specific Knowledge

An analysis of approx. 200 scientific articles from the communities in 2.1 is summarized. The analysis focused on the
communities’ usage of terms. The frequency of occurrence and the community-specific interpretation of the terms
are analyzed. Insightful excerpts from the analysis are presented.
First, the publications have been analyzed for important terms. The terms have been categorized according to their
community semantics and the frequency of their appearance. The resulting table offers an overview on the
importance of the terms (by frequency per community) and also a key to equal of different interpretation of the term
by the communities.
The next step of the analysis selects terms available in several communities – which creates the common vocabulary
for the LBS project. The resulting boundary spanning terms are those of particular interest in system analysis and
specification, as they are the common – and potentially misinterpreted – vocabulary of the involved stakeholders.
Table 4: Term classification into boundary-spanning character [26]
Type

Description

Regular language

No specific meaning of the term for any of the communities
can be found.
The term is specifically used by one community.
The term is seldom used in several communities.
The term is used in several communities, with a high
frequency in one community.
The term is frequently used in several communities.

Technical term
Weak Boundary Spanner
Medium Boundary Spanner
Strong Boundary Spanner

Table 5: Selected Terms and their community usage frequency [26]
Term
anonymity
anonymous payment
business model
identity
identity management
m-commerce
pseudonymity
value chain

PET
Community
360
3
38
647
201
45
58
0

Telecommunications
Community
6
0
124
36
0
195
0
49

Economy
community
2
0
869
21
0
181
0
327

To illustrate different term usage, selected terms are shown in Table 5. While “anonymity” appears in publications of
all three communities, mainly the PET community seems to use the term frequently. In contrast, “pseudonymity”
seems exclusive to the PET community. Is “anonymity” possibly used but interpreted as “pseudonymity” by the other
communities? As shown in Table 5, telecommunications people and economists might, at a first meeting, be very
ignorant about the concept of “anonymous payment”, as it is not used in publications concerning LBS. The same
might apply for “identity management”, which in scientific publications usually appeals to the PET community. Most
interestingly, “business model” is hardly mentioned in PET publications, while there is a clear use in business papers,
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and a strong representation in the economy community. This indicates that business considerations upon
deployment of an infrastructure could be an area of conflict between the communities.
After the identification of the boundary-spanning terms, they can be grouped into their communities, and used as
interfaces between the communities they belong to. For finding these interfaces, the visualization shown in Table 6 is
used. It shows the type of boundary spanner, and the community border it transcends. For example, “accuracy” is a
weak interface between the PET and Telecom communities. The information from Table 6 will be used to map out
the Boundary Object for LBS.
Table 6: Example Classification of boundary spanning terms according to Table 4.
* = weak, **=middle, ***=strong. + = Appears in respective community. [26]
Terms
Type

PET

Telecom

Economics

acceptance

*

+

+

+

access to data

**

+

+

+

access to information

**

+

+

+

accessibility

**

+

+

+

accountability

*

+

accuracy

*

+

+

added value

**

+

+

+

aggregation

**

+

+

+

angulation

**

+

+

anonymity

***

+

+

+

anonymous payment

**

+

+

+

location

**

+

+

location aware

***

+

+

location determination

**

+

+

location enabled

***

+

+

location identification

***

+

+

location management

**

+

+

location privacy

**

+

+

location sensing

***

+

+

location sensitive

***

+

+

location tracking

***

+

+

*

+

manipulation

The examples above illustrate the use of a systematic taxonomy in form of a boundary object. With the documented
interpretations of terms, it seems mandatory for any LBS project to define a common knowledge object before
proceeding with the specification of requirements and information systems. The total amount of boundary spanning
terms was 136, of which 37 were strong Boundary Spanners. Please refer to Table 7 for further details.
Table 7: Some numbers about analyzed terms & publications [26]
Some numbers

total

Communities
PET

Analyzed publications

209

Candidate Terms

150

- Technical terms

7

- General terms

Telecom

Economics

88

61

28

3

3

1

7

- Strong Boundary Spanners (***)

37

- Medium Boundary Spanners (**)

58

- Weak Boundary Spanners (*)

41

- Boundary Spanners total

136
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Construction of the Boundary Object for Location Privacy

This paragraph will show the construction of a boundary object that represents the results from 2.2. In particular, the
intersections, complementary knowledge and confusing use of terminology and concepts of the communities will be
presented. The result is a knowledge object creating mutual understanding for terminology, concepts and interests.
In our case for privacy in LBS, the application specific communities have been identified as telecommunications,
PET and Economics (see Figure 8). The graphical representation of the terminology Boundary Object will be done in
the form of two diagrams. Figure 9 shows a detailed representation of the taxonomical aspects, while Figure 8 shows
a simplification that represents a framework for negotiating the interdisciplinary requirements for LBS in requirements
engineering and privacy infrastructure specification.
Figure 9 shows the boundaries between PET, Telecommunications and Economics. The three communities are
draws as areas with borders. The areas intersect in such a way that each community has intersecting borders with
each other community – and in the center of the diagram with all others. These intersections represent the boundary
spanning interfaces between the communities. To conceptualize the common terminology (which represents a
Boundary Object, as stated in [43]), the boundary spanning terms identified in section 5.1 will be placed in their
respective intersection areas. The type of boundary spanner directly refers to the type of intersection: Weak
boundary spanners appear in a community’s exclusive area. Medium boundary spanners usually appear in a 2community intersection, while strong boundary spanners and some medium boundary spanners appear in the 3community intersection of all communities. Technical terms belong to their respective community only, and could be
written into the respective community’s area. In Figure 9, the technical terms have been left out for clarity.
For example, in Figure 9 the term “Cell-ID” in “Telecom Business” is a weak boundary spanner. The term “mcommerce” interfaces the Telecom and Economics community. Finally, in the center of all three communities, the
term “identity” represents a strong boundary spanner. This resulting taxonomical Boundary Object represents the
common language for location-based services. This form of the object will help within the requirements engineering
phase by enabling the participants from all communities to understand the implications of terms used when
specifying location privacy needs of a new mobile infrastructure or application.

Figure 8: Boundary Object for privacy requirements analysis for Location-based Services
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Figure 9: The Taxonomy Boundary Object for Location-based Services [26]
A simplification of the intersecting communities can be used to visualize the possible solution space. By omission of
the terms in Figure 9, the resulting diagram in Figure 8 represents the communities and their common borders. The
center represents the solution space that will represent the area where the communities’ interests intersect, and
where a win-win situation for all stakeholders can be negotiated. Each community provides its most important topics,
technologies, standards, procedures and requirements to their respective area.
These communities are influenced by law and regulation, by the situation on the market of needs and related
products, as well as by the user requirements from various disciplines respectively. To facilitate important influencing
subjects that might not entirely be part of the community, an additional object may be attached to the diagram and be
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connected to the community that is influenced by it. For example, in Figure 8, “law & regulation” have been identified
as providing to the PET and Telecom communities. A further elaboration of each communities’ interest leads to a
Boundary Object that represents all stakeholders requirements – and by using the taxonomical Boundary Object
from Figure 9 to express their requirements, the other stakeholders are put into a position to interpret the
requirements in a correct way.
The construction of these two Boundary Objects requires communication, analysis and negotiation between the
involved stakeholders. But by the execution of this negotiation process, a clearer understanding of each community’s
language and their requirements is possible. Additionally, the resulting Boundary Objects can be used as a reference
for various purposes in the development project following the specification phase (see also [29]). The Boundary
Objects in requirements engineering are then to be used as a reference to each communities’ understanding, and as
a base for evaluation of the performed steps on the early design phases.

6 Next: Toward Privacy-Respecting, Mobile Location Infrastructures
This section will show how to use the boundary object results to reach a multilaterally satisfying privacy design for
LBS. The resulting workflow approach for Boundary Object requirement engineering and privacy specification has
been designed as illustrated in the 5 steps of the process in Figure 1:
Step 1: Identification of Stakeholders: With the input being the desired business case and use case of a new
online business, a stakeholder analysis is performed in the first step. This identifies the stakeholders and their
respective business and other interests in the use case that is to be implemented.
Step 2: Requirements using Boundary Objects: From the stakeholders and the discovered interests, the
development a boundary object that spans all involved communities with their needs and terminologies is the next
step. This identifies language and conceptual conflicts. The Boundary Object helps to find a common terminology,
and visualizes the community-spanning intersection of terms, concepts and interests that will be the framework for
design.
Step 3: High-Level Specification: Building on the knowledge gathered in step 2, a high-level specification of the
infrastructure and business logic is made. The specification is performed in standardized software and business
process modeling languages [4], [12].
Step 4: Multilateral Security Analysis: The next step proceeds with a Multilateral Security Analysis [34] on the
high-level specification- Its goal is to gather security and privacy requirements for the infrastructure in question, and
to make suggestions for improvement of the specification. Multilateral security analysis takes under account all
stakeholder’s requirements relevant to security and privacy issues.
Step 5: Security Detail Specification: Using the output of step 4, a detailed specification of security properties is
performed. This will provide the required technical details for the implementation of the infrastructure. Security and
privacy properties can be specified according to assurance standards (such as [22]) or according to the UMLSec
extension [24].
Evaluation: Following the five steps, a cycle of socio-technical evaluation in accordance with Sommerlatte [39] or to
one of the 4th generation approaches in [38] will be carried out. The evaluation ensures the conformance of the
detail specification with privacy functionality and with the original requirements. This is of particular importance with
regard to the business and user requirements.
An example application of the design process has been done for the LBS application of mobile disaster warnings on
mobile phones in [37], [14] and [36]. After requirements identification, a thorough multilateral security analysis has
led to a security and privacy concept that implements the stakeholder’s requirements on all parts of the infrastructure.
A brief summary of the approach and the results is provided below. The diagrams are taken from [14].

6.1

The Disaster Warning Infrastructure

The high penetration of the population with mobile phones makes GSM/UMTS a high-bandwidth channel for disaster
management. Citizens can be informed selectively after being localized by the mobile network to avoid blocking of
critical resources. Furthermore, the localization of all mobile phones in a disaster area can be used by the disaster
manager to survey the situation and plan the next steps. By pre-registering disaster specialists (e.g. firemen, police
forces), they can be identified and notified by the disaster manager. For risk reduction, registered users can monitor
their property or family members and receive notification in case of a disaster warning in an area-of-interest. Here,
for example neighbors could be asked to secure property before a storm reaches the property. See Figure 10 for an
illustration of the scenario.
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Figure 10: Disaster Management basic scenario [14]
Summarizing the main system features, the LBS disaster management system is responsible for these functions:
• Geographical administration of disaster areas including weather and traffic data;
• Localization of mobile phones within the disaster area;
• Reporting of statistics of phones, phone movements, population density based on LBS to disaster manager;
• Identification of disaster specialists among the citizens with mobile phones;
• Delivery of messages to mobile phones (either for evacuation, or containing instructions for disaster
specialists);
• Notification about citizens threatened by disasters to registered next-of-kin.
• Notification about area threatened by disaster to property owners or persons in charge for areas of interest
(e.g. chemical facilities).
The scenario contains several flows of information that is regarded private by some of the participants. Our
infrastructure solution provides mechanisms to keep the data private as a measure to ensure high participation rates
of the population. But there are obvious conflicts in requirements, too. The use of a Boundary Object here defines a
language of expectations and requirements that creates clarity about the semantics of particular stakeholder’s
interests. Privacy is threatened in several places in our scenario. An observer configuration can reveal social
networks of registered users. The whereabouts of off-duty disaster specialists can be retrieved with the system. Also,
no localization of citizens should happen unless there is a real disaster. Furthermore, the location of citizens within a
disaster area is information only relevant for the disaster manager. It must be impossible to find persons in charge of
particular facilities unless there is a disaster.
In our solution we suggest a middleware system with front-end support to control the flow of information and to
protect the interests of every party. This system consists of three components shown in Figure 11:
• Matcher: Manages locating the citizens in the disaster area. Matches the disaster area with observation rules of
the users. Protects the persistent store of observation rules on behalf of the distinct user. Matches profiles of
threatened person with their registered contact person.
• Identity management system: Steers information exchange of the disaster management with mobile operator
and the citizen in an emergency case. This is similarly described in [5].
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• Process control: Controls the disaster management system, represents an interface to the disaster manager
and is responsible for temporal storage disaster data (observation rules and position information).
The warnings of victims and instructions to specialists are to be transmitted via cell broadcast. This bypasses the
performance limitations of point-to-point technologies like short message services. Notifications for specialists are
encrypted. Unlike the warning mass broadcast, this notification will be sent point-to-point. To be able to use the
whole bandwidth of the suggested system it is necessary to register as a user and to deposit observation rules and
specialist status including verification of status and claims. Unregistered users are only able to receive warnings and
get localized. After a disaster user-specific information will be deleted or anonymously stored. Only the user himself
will be able to find out when and how often he was located.

Figure 11: Disaster Management solution overview [14]
However, to ensure that the high-level design that was performed and resulted in the specification of system
properties in Figure 11 still matches the stakeholders’ understanding of the system’s security properties, an
evaluation against the initial understanding of the security & privacy requirements must be made. For this reason, the
original stakeholder’s interests concerning their privacy stakes will be reviewed against the high-level specification.
This is done by the systematic analysis of the transactions with personal data that can occur on the system. For each
transaction, the involved stakeholder’s interests are extracted from the Boundary Object. Here, the important point is
that the interests are interpreted in the way the stakeholder is used to in his community, as many misinterpretations
happen when members of a different community of practice interpret the other community’s concepts. When this
cycle of checking is finished, the specification proceeds to the multilateral security analysis.
The resulting security detail specification for the disaster warning system is shown in overview in Figure 12. It
attributes the necessary security and privacy functionality to the system entities and communication links. To ensure
conformance with the stakeholders, once again this specification is to be matched with the initial requirements using
the Boundary Object to ensure interpretation of requirements within the initial community.

7 Conclusion
When designing mobile information systems that process personal location information, it seems advisable to go
through the effort of developing a common understanding of terms and concepts in the sense of a boundary object.
With changing application contexts, deployment of systems over several cultures in a globalized context and with a
business perspective, there will be hardly any static privacy engineering process possible. Therefore, the value of
privacy and the effort for its protection in information systems are relative. The construction of a set of Boundary
Objects can help mapping out the whole space of requirements and possible solutions, thus helping software
engineers to grasp the breadth of possible solutions – and pick a multilaterally sufficient solution approach. The
particular degree of privacy protection results from a socio-technical process that balances interests of users, law,
business and infrastructure depending on the application of the information system in question. With the approach
presented in this paper, multilaterally satisfying design of the privacy infrastructure in information systems can be
found. By executing a multilateral security analysis on the first design, a detailed privacy design according to the
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community requirements can be achieved. The approach has been tested with promising results on the disaster
warning application scenario, and will be further used for other application contexts.

Figure 12: Security & privacy properties of the disaster management system [14]
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